We invite you to Block.IS Cluster Mission Vilnius – two-day event, to discover one of the hotspots for fintech and blockchain in Europe and learn why Vilnius is so attractive to fintech companies!
Cluster Mission Vilnius a side event to Fintech Inn conference – largest fintech conference in the region

- Learn about blockchain opportunities at Block.IS workshop
- Meet Bank of Lithuania, Invest Lithuania & other regulators
- Learn about one of the best regulatory environments in EU
- Attend the largest regional fintech conference
  ...and break your old circle

Apply through FGS platform and be selected to a delegation of 15 European fintech leaders

€750 For Travel expenses

Join Cluster Mission Vilnius delegation & dive into Fintech Inn conference

500 Fintech companies
60+ top tier speakers
3000 participants
50+ countries
Cluster Mission Vilnius – 2 day event for Fintech clusters, startups & SMEs

Cluster Mission Vilnius

– 2 day event for Fintech clusters, startups & SMEs

Organised by

Clusters, startups and SMEs can apply for travel and accommodation costs reimbursement

Maximum amount per entity: €750

25 NOV

ARRIVAL

26 NOV

Meeting regulators & policymakers

Block.IS WORKSHOP

27 NOV

FINTECH INN Conference DAY I - BLOCKCHAIN TRACK

NETWORKING

28 NOV

FINTECH INN Conference DAY II / DEPARTURE

NETWORKING

CLUSTER MISSION
Fintech Inn conference – largest fintech conference in the region

- Business delegations from EU, USA, China, Singapore, Brazil and many other countries
- Attend 1200+ B2B meetings
- Explore speaking opportunity
- Possibility for startups to pitch their idea & get a place at a Startup World Cup, where the winner will receive a $1,000,000
Join the Cluster Mission Vilnius delegation

- Apply until **OCTOBER 31**
  On [FGS platform](#)
- Get up to **€750** for travel expenses
- Be a part of **Cluster Mission Vilnius delegation**
Thank you!

Contact information
Zygimantas Zabieta, zygimantas.zabieta@civitta.com